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Our Kindergarten Students worked on
number identification and counted
different items to understand the
relationship between numbers and
quantities.
Students also worked on letter and sound
recognition using a variety of items to
build and create letters that Students
painted. They made their own Chicka Chicka
Boom Alphabet Tree. Following a lesson on
recycling, students created their own
robots using recycled items.

Grade 1

Our First Grade students enjoyed reading many stories during summer school. One of their absolute favorites was Three Billy Goats
Gruff. As strong readers, they stretched their thinking by asking questions and making connections. They also made predictions and
used their reasoning skills to provide additional information to support those predictions. As a culminating activity, partnerships
created a bridge that could hold the weight of the 3 goats. Each team had a testing site where they would test their structure for
stability, draw their conclusions, and continue with additional trials until they solidified their plan for their most stable structure.

Using the story of Jack and
the Beanstalk, students
estimated how many beans
tall a giant’s foot would be.
The mathematicians then
measured the giant’s foot to
see how close their estimate
was.

Students in First Grade estimated how tall of a cup tower the
beanstalks that magically grew in the classroom were. After
their estimation, the mathematicians/engineers began to
create their tower and had to make sure that their cups
were positioned carefully so that their tower would not
collapse.

Giant Beanstalk seed
activity:
The students had the
chance to grow their own
plants like Jack in story.
Students observed and
tracked the growth and
changes of the plant
since week 2 of summer
school.

Readers Theatre:

Grade 2

A favorite for our second grade students this summer came when they
had the amazing opportunity to become voice actors/actresses through
reading a script based on the story, Three Billy Goats Gruff, This story
was was read earlier in the week and our students now had the chance
to become the characters! This helped strengthen the their reading
fluency as well as work on their intonation and expression skills.

Grade 3

Third grade summer school students had a
lot of hands-on exploration of STEAM
concepts. Through it all, they practiced the
scientific method.
Density and buoyancy:
The students explored and discussed
densities of different liquids, as well as
buoyancy of objects. They used their
engineering skills to build a boat and tested
how many pennies it could hold.
Domino Run:
The students explored force and motion
while creatively constructing domino runs!

Our third grade scientists measured their observations as they used a thermometer to track and
record the temperature of our solar ovens (over 200 degrees F!)
Throughout, we applied the scientific method to our experiments. Students also learned the
significance of one variable in an experiment. In our Mentos and soda geyser experiment, our
variable was different brands of diet soda.
We also had fun as we brought the summer olympics to NACP. Students learned about the different
events and then created their own event. They used their engineering skills to create an obstacle
course to compete in. We created artistic “medals” for the winners.

Grade 4

Brainstorming (ELA)
Students brainstormed ideas for their
informational writing topic as well as
generated ideas for possible subtopics.

Number Line Manipulatives (Math)
Students learned how to manipulate the
number line using given unit fractions
and decimals.
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Science and Engineering:
Paper Roller Coaster Project
Students doing their roller coasters
and understanding the forces of
friction and gravity. Also, they learned
how to build a structure that can be
strong. Making a marble rolling all the
way down without falling out of the
roller coaster.

Creative
Creators

Overview
As part of the 4th and 5th grade
summer school curriculum our
students took part in the Creative
Creators program. Here,
instructors empowered teachers to
use the different skills needed to
create films as a tool for teaching
while simultaneously helping
students use those mediums such
as story boarding, script writing,
acting, directing, editing as tools for
learning to help students discover
their unique voice.
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Students filmed their
creative story that they
wrote and acted out the
roles of the characters
they created for the story.
They put their
collaboration skills to work
as they put into practice all
the filming concepts that
they learned in filming
class.

Filming

Editing
Script Writing

Our AMAZING Summer School Team!

K-2nd: Maritza Castillo, Nancy Sander, Kevin Park,
Dagmar Masoumi, Jimena Barrera, and Mary Vogt

3rd-5th: Julia Chandler, Dagmar Masoumi, Jelly
Jadraque, Stephanie Orellana, and Martha Jimenez

